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INTRODUCTION

TAP/NDE (Thermo-Acousto-Photonic nondestructive evaluation) has been developed to the point where it is possible to confidently explore many different application areas. One area of interest is the inspection of defects around rivet holes and
under rivet heads. This problem is of concern not only from a safety point of view in
aging aircraft, but also has major economic implications. For example, a heavy "C"
check for a Boeing 707 requires the physical removal, inspection and replacement of
many thousands of structural fasteners. Of the various types of rivets the round head
rivet hole was chosen for this preliminary analysis (Fig. 1). Since it is not known how
Lamb waves interact with an in situ rivet, we have chosen to restrict this analysis to
the simplest possible case where there is no rivet in the hole. This corresponds to the
current practice of removing the rivet and then using eddy current probes to inspect
the hole. Our goal is to develop an inspection technique that does not require the
physical removal of the rivet. The buried in-plane defect study was undertaken to provide real time, on-line detection of flaws during the processing of the material to prevent these flaws from causing in-service, premature rivet hole degradation. This inspection would prevent flawed materials from entering service.
The defects chosen for this analysis correspond to certain forms of corrosion
cracking that occur in rolled plates. Due to the orientation of the material grain
boundaries, intergranular corrosion occurs at the edges of the drilled hole and the
free edges of the plate resulting in the kinds of defects depicted in Fig. 2. These types
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of defects are difficult to inspect since they usually lie beneath the rivet head. The diameter for the rivet hole chosen in this study is 0.92 mm. This defect wiH be referred
to as an edge breaking defect. A second type of defect was also studied whieh was not
at the edge of the plate. This defect will be referred to as an in-plane defect. A range
of edge breaking defect length values was simulated (zero to 0.762 mm in steps of
0.05 mm) as weH as range of location values (from center line to 0.2 mm from free
edges in steps of 0.1). The varying length cracks were alliocated at the center line of
the plate. A sirnilar range of in-plane defect locations and lengths were also simulated.
This paper presents a simulation of laser induced Lamb waves interacting with a
defect in a rivet hole. The data obtained from these simulations is then used to train
neural networks to find and characterize the in-plane location and length of the defect. The simulation is strietly based on the modeling techniques presented in [1]
where it was shown that finite element models were able to reproduce the experimentally measured out-of-plane displacements produced by laser generated, zero'th order
symmetrie and antisymmetrie Lamb waves in defect free isotropie materials. For modeIing defects, techniques have been developed to reproduce experimental results of
laser induced Rayleigh waves interacting with shallow surface breaking defects [2].
This allows us to confidently model the defects in the manner used in this paper. Finally, initial resuIts of FE (finite element) models showing Lamb wave interactions
with buried in-plane defects will also be presented.
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL PARAMETERS

The physical situation being modeled is shown in Fig. 3, which is sirnilar to the experimental setup commonly used in T APINDE. A complete description of the various elements is given in [3] and [4]. The saIient features of the system are a pulsed
300 miIIijoule Nd:YAG Laser focused to a point, 2 mm in diameter, on the surface
being tested. Rapid thermal heating occurs in a thin surface skin whieh gives rise to
Lamb waves in thin plates, and to combined Lamb and Rayleigh waves in specimens
thieker than approximately 3 mm depending on the material being tested [5]. In all
cases, the incident energy density is weH within the thermo-eIastic range, i.e., there is
no ablation. In T APINDE, the preferred technique for receiving signals is through
the use of fiber tip interferometry whieh allows us to measure absolute displacements
on the order of a nanometer at a point without contacting the specimen or requiring a
coupling medium for the sensor. The FE model simulates this capability by extracting
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normal displaeement time histories at the loeations of the fiber tip interferometer
(FTI) shown in Fig. 2.
The exaet dimensions used in the simulation are reported in Fig. 2. The plate material was 2024-TI Aluminum, with a Young's modulus of75 GPa, a Poisson's ratio of
0.33, and a mass density of 2030 kglm3. The finite element model eonsisted of 330 axisymmetric elements and an uneonditionally stable direet integration seheme was employed with an integration time step of 0.08 microseeonds. The element sizes used
throughout the model were 0.1 by 0.1 mm, while a refined mesh of 0.1 by 0.05 mm
was used around the immediate area of the defeet as shown in Fig. 4. A study showed
that the addition of these finer elements did not produee spurious waves when eompared to a model with uniform mesh size. Comparisons with experimental studies, [1]
and [2], have given us eonfidenee that the model parameters seleeted far this analysis
will yield aeeurate and valid FE models. The in-plane foreing funetion used to model
the laser souree was derived from non-linear thermal diffusion equation simulations
and was similar to that deseribed in [1]. The laser generation produees two waves, a
zero'th order symmetrie Lamb wave traveling approximately twiee the speed of a
zero'th order antisymmetrie Lamb wave. Sinee both waves emanate from the souree,
they separate from eaeh other after traveling a suitable distanee, whieh in this ease, is
approximately 10 mm. It was for this reason that we loeated the souree at 17.7 mm
from the point where normal to he surfaee displaeements were extraeted from the
model, thus ensuring good separation of the various Lamb modes over most of the
frequency range of interest. An additional benefit was that the interaetions of the two
distinet Lamb modes with defeets could be observed individually without overlapping
and mixing with eaeh other. The disadvantage of this arrangement is that a rat her
large finite element model eannot be avoided.
LAMB WAVE INTERACTIONS WITH DEFECTS

Fig. 4 shows the results of the simulation as the first distinguishable zero'th order
symmetrie Lamb wave approaehes the defeet. This wave was observed to refleet from
the defeet free edge as asymmetrie Lamb wave. In the presenee of adefeet whieh
was loeated asymmetrieally with respeet to the midplane of the plate, the symmetrie
Lamb wave refleeted and mode eonverted to an antisymmetrie Lamb wave. It should
be noted that for this and all subsequent figures showing Lamb wave iteraetions with
defeets, the displaeements are greatly exaggerated only for ease of visual inspeetion.
For the defeet plaeed symmetrieally as shown in Fig. 5, the symmetrie Lamb wave re-
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Asymmetrie Lamb wave
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Fig.7. Symmetrie Lamb wave approaehing
in-plane defeet .

fleeted as a purely symmetrie Lamb wave. Tbere was no observed mode eonversion
from the zero'th order mode to higher order modes, although this effeet might be too
small to be visually deteeted in the present simulation. Following dosely behind the
symmetrie Lamb waves was the slower zero'th order antisymmetrie Lamb wave
shown approaehing and interaeting with the edge breaking defeet in Fig. 6. It was observed that the antisymmetrie Lamb wave refleeted from the defeet free edge as an
antisymmetrie Lamb wave. In the presenee of some edge breaking defeets, the frequency eontent of the refleeted wave was altered, but no mode eonversion to symmetrie or higher order anti symmetrie waves was observed. In general, it was observed
qualitatively that the deformations around the defeet were largely dilational for the
ease of symmetrie Lamb waves, while the anti symmetrie waves indueed large shear deformations in the material around the defeet.
Fig. 7 shows asymmetrie Lamb wave approaehing an in-plane defeet. Fig. 8 shows
how this wave interaets and passes over the symmetrieally plaeed defeet. Tbe wave reforms on the other side of the defeet as a substantially unaltered symmetrie Lamb
wave. If the defeet is plaeed asymmetrieally with respeet to the midplane of the plate,
then a mode eonversion oeeurs resulting in a transmitted antisymmetrie Lamb wave.
Again, the predominant deformations in the material around the defeet are dilational.
Fig. 9 shows an antisymmetrie Lamb wave approaehing and interaeting with aburied
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Fig. 10. Out of plane displacement time histories for various depths of defeet.

defeet. The wave eonverts into two antisymmetrie waves traveling through the thin
plate above and below the defeet. This substantially alters the shape of the antisymmetrie wave as it reeombines on the far side of the defeet. Here again, it is to be
noted that large shearing deformations are observed in the antisymmetrie wave interaction as opposed to the largely dilational deformations observed in the symmetrie
wave interaetions.
NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING DATA

The out-of-plane displacement time histories predieted by the FEM model for various edge breaking defeet depths are shown in Fig. 10. Sinee this is a displacement
time history of a point identified as FfI in Fig. 2, it is clear that the arrival of various
waves ean be clearly identified. For example, the first three peaks of the eurve indieate the arrival of the lowest frequency zero'th order symmetrie Lamb waves whieh
travel at the highest speed from the point of applieation of the foreing funetion. They
are followed in sueeession by the higher frequency symmetrie waves, then by the
high er frequency anti-symmetrie waves and finally by the lower frequency antisymmetrie waves. After approximately six mieroseeonds, the low frequency symmetrie
Lamb waves have already refleeted from the hole edge and are mixing with slower ineoming antisymmetric Lamb waves. The different traees shown in Fig. 10 eorrespond
to results of models used to study the effeets of different defeet depths. It should be
clear that a single signal eontains both the ineoming and refleeted waves. Sinee the
differenees between signals in Fig. 10 are so small and spread over an indistinguishable range of time, it is not intended that this figure be used to identify individual
traees, but rather to show qualitatively that the signals do vary.
The time his tori es from Fig. 10 were used to train two neural networks. The first
network was used to determine the presenee of adefeet, while the seeond was used to
prediet the length and loeation of adefeet. The same training data was used for both
networks. The training data was assembled from Fig. 10 by digitizing the signal from
t = 8.5 mieroseeonds to t = 12 mieroseeonds. Before 8.5 mieroseeonds, there was no
signifieant differenee in the signals due to the fact that most waves had not refleeted
off the boundary and returned to the sampling point until 8.5 mieroseeonds. The data
was sampled at 24 equally spaeed intervals in this time period.
When using neural networks, it is eritieal that the network should be supplied with
enough training eases and data sampies so that the network ean effeetively map the
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function which describes the data. In previous studies using FE models to simulate
the propagation of Lamb waves, different types of force application schemes enabled
the creation of either pure symmetrie or antisymmetric Lamb waves or a combination
ofboth like those seen in prior experimental results [1]. Using only four different
models for each crack parameter (length and location) for the edge breaking defect
study, three scenarios were run for each. Either pure symmetric, antisymmetric, or a
combination wave packet was used to interrogate each defect. Tbis approach was
taken in order to generate twelve data sets for each defect parameter providing
enough training data for the neural network while saving time with the generation
and execution of additional models with different defect parameters. Standard FFf's
were done on each displacement time history data set. Visual inspection of the FFf's
showed signifieant differences for most cases.
Initially, a fast back-propagation network with twenty-four inputs and two rows of
twenty and ten processing elements, respectively, was constructed and tested. This
network would determine the length and location of an edge breaking defect. Tbe
symmetric, antisymmetric and combination Lamb wave data for each model was fed
into the network as a training set. Convergence of this network was slow with the best
result of a test case being a root me an square error value of 50% in the network's returned value after eighteen hours of training on an i80386-33 PC. Tbe network was
tested at even time intervals up to this point to prevent over-training of the network.
At this point, due to excessive errors and lengthy training periods, the whole procedure had to be re-evaluated.
Previous research by this group had shown that a signal very similar to the combination wave packet seen in experiments could be produced by combining pure antisymmetrie and symmetric Lamb wave FE models displacement time histories. This
procedure was accomplished by determining coefficients for a linear equation whieh
combined these two signals using a minimization of a root me an square function.
Here-in lay the answer to our failed first trial. The FFf is based on a linear transformation of a function to the frequency domain. If the antisymmetric and symmetric
wave data could be linearly combined to describe the combination wave packet, then
information from FFf's of the anti symmetrie and symmetrie wave data was already
contained in the combination wave packet FFf. So instead of providing the neural
net with twelve unique training data sets, there were only four unique data sets and
the other eight cases contained the same information whieh was in the four unique
data sets. Thus, only four unique training cases were presented to the network and
this was apparently not enough data to effectively train the neural net. In the next
trial, seventeen models with varying depths and locations for edge breaking defects
were built. Only combination wave packets were used to interrogate the seventeen
models since the use of only antisymmetric and symmetric Lamb waves did not ga in
us any extra information. Due to the fact that the FFf is a linear transformation describing the data, we decided not to perform FFf's on the data presented to the network.

NEURALNEnNORKTOPOLOGY
Since the initial trial to train the network for both defect characteristics at once
had failed, it was decided to train a network to find the presence of a defect and then
determine its length and finally the location using three different neural networks
with the latter two being combined into one network after success of each individual
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network. Different neural network logie schemes and topology of the hidden layers
was tried for each of the three networks. Different networks were run to find the best
network logie and topology for the final three networks. The results varied from 0.18
% error in the test value returned for a standard back-propagation network with one
hidden layer of 50 processing elements to 86 % error for a cumulative back-propagation network with two hidden layers of twenty and ten processing elements respectively. Each trial was tested at certain time intervals to prevent over-training of the
network from occurring. Success was achieved in training individual networks for
each defect parameter and to detect the existence of a defect. The training data was
combined and fed into a network that would determine both defect parameters at
once. The finallogie and topology used for the classifieation network whieh determined the existence of a defect was cumulative back propagation with twenty-four inputs and one hidden layer of twenty processing elements. Seventeen training data
sets were used for this neural network. The network that determined length and location used standard back-ropagation with twenty-four inputs, two hidden layers of
twenty and ten processing elements respectively. There were fifteen training data
sets used for this network.
RESULTS

The first trials using the three different wave packets to interrogate the edge
breaking defect were not successful as stated above, but allowed the observation of
the sensitivity of the individual symmetric and antisymmetrie Lamb waves to the defect parameters of length and in-plane location. The symmetrie wave was sensitive to
the variations in the in-plane location of the defect while the antisymmetrie was not
except for the case of a center line defect. The antisymmetric wave was sensitive to
the length of the center line defect while the symmetrie wave showed no response to
varying length. This enabled us to better und erstand what the neural network would
be looking for during the training but no quantitative conclusions could be made due
to the lack of enough data sets and complexity of the wave forms.
Using the second set of edge breaking defect data with the previously mentioned
configurations for the classification and characterization neural networks, good results were achieved after only training the networks for about thirty minutes each.
They were stopped and tested at this point with test cases which were not in the training data sets. Further iteration could have been carried out, but the results were satisfactory for this initial study. For the classifieation network, a test case of no defect
was tested. The network's returned yes/no value was within less than one percent
using a 1.0 for a yes and a 0.0 for a no defect. For the length and length of edge breaking flaw network, two test cases were run. For the first test case, the network's returned value for the location and length of the defect whieh were respectively 0.01
and 5.8 % off from the actual value. In the second test case, the network's returned
values whieh were 2 % for the location and 5.6 % off from the actual values for the
length. This difference can be attributed to the network training longer on one test
case than the other, and to not enough data sets describing the range in whieh the second test defect's parameters were located.
For the case of Lamb wave interaction with in-plane defects, only models whieh
used either antisymmetrie and symmetrie Lamb waves interacting with defects of different lengths and locations weregenerated. Due to the problem discussed previously about combining these two signals to make another data set, there was not
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enough data to train neural networks to find and quantify in-plane defects in order to
make the publication deadline for this paper. The results of the models, however,
allow us to make some qualitative comparisons about the sensitivity of each type of
Lamb wave similar to those stated for the edge breaking defect. The symmetrie wave
shows variations due to change of the in-plane location of the defect while the antisymmetrie exhibits no change. On the other hand, the antisymmetrie wave is sensitive
to the length of the center line defect while the symmetric wave shows no variation
for changes in length. Based on what was learned during the development of neural
networks to find and characterize edge breaking defects, we feel confident that the
same procedure will yield similar networks that can detect the presence and characteristies of length and in-plane location of aburied defect.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper has shown that using FE modeling to train neural networks to find and
characterize edge breaking defects in rivet holes can be achieved with results better
than 92%. This was accomplished using enough training data with two networks having different training logie and topology. Even though initial trials failed, the use of
the individual wave packets to interogatte the two types of defects allowed us to better undestand the Lamb wave interaction with these defects. Initial findings for the inplane buried defects were presented although networks had yet to be trained at the
time of this publieation. We anticipate that similar results will be obtained using the
techniques developed for the edge breaking defect neural networks when applied to
the in-plane defect cases.
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